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Building a global haplobank network for clinical-grade iPSC lines. 

The mission of the Global Alliance for iPSC Therapy (GAiT) is similar to ISCT’s except instead of focusing on 
translation of all cell therapies, GAiT is focused exclusively on the development of allogeneic or ‘off- the-
shelf’ induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) therapies for the benefit of patients worldwide. This new non-
profit organization serves as a central, international resource for those organizations who are developing 
such therapies and its activity supports the expansion of this nascent field. 

The rationale for establishing a global haplobank network was identified soon after Yamanaka generated 
iPSCs [1, 2]. One could foresee the utility of scalable manufacture of iPSCs as starting material for 
development of new cell-based therapeutics, but additionally for generating such iPSC lines from donors 
that would immunologically match large proportions of the recipient patient population, partially 
mitigating the risk for immune-mediated rejection, and reducing the need for non-specific 
immunosuppressive drugs which can have significant side (e.g. increase susceptibility to infection or a 
decrease in cancer immunosurveillance). Such ‘superdonors’, however, are rare and it was improbable 
that any one jurisdiction would be able to source enough such individuals to cover all of their populations. 
Hence the requirement for international collaboration of the ‘Global Alliance’. 

GAiT was founded by four cell therapy organizations, Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult (London, UK) the 
Centre for Commercialization of Regenerative Medicine (Toronto, Canada), the Korean HLA-Typed iPSC 
Banking Initiative (Seoul, Korea) and the New York Stem Cell Foundation (New York, USA). On its Board of 
Directors sit Ms Susan Solomon, Dr Michael May, Prof Jihwan Song, and Dr Jacqueline Barry. The Chair of 
the Organization of Prof Marc Turner, is Medical Director of the Scottish Blood Transfusion Service. The 
organization’s main office is consequently in Edinburgh, with Dr Stephen Sullivan, GAiT’s International 
Liaison Officer running the day-to-day operations at GAiT, regularly visiting and working from offices in 
London, Toronto, New York, and Seoul. GAiT frequently now also speaks at international cytotherapy 
conferences in order to highlight the value of its activity, build collaboration, and remain informed with 
international priorities and trends. GAiT will speak alongside the Alliance for Regenerative Medicine (ARM) 
and the California Alliance for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM) at the Advanced Cell Therapy Shanghai 
Summit later this month for example (www.actss2018.org). 

Last month, GAiT published QC guidelines for clinical-grade iPSC lines to be housed in its network, so that 
quality and the assays used to test for quality are consistent across all sites [3]. The guidelines were the 
result of several workshops where the iPSC community were actively listened to, and GAiT assisted in 
building a consensus that would be acceptable worldwide. GAiT sees itself as an organization that helps 
the iPSC community coalesce around the standards that it sets for itself, rather than as an organization 
that prescribes or dictates. GAiT is not a Regulatory Agency after all, and in any case, global standards are 
seldom made by trying to impose the view of a subset of stakeholders on others. 

GAiT, again similar to ISCT, sees its role as breaching information siloes that exist among professionals 
involved in moving iPSCs to the clinic. Many basic researchers are unaware and greatly underestimate
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the regulatory hurdles that must be surmounted before iPSCs can be verified as safe and effective. Similarly, 
cell manufacturers may not fully appreciate the constraints and pressures that basic researchers have been 
placed under since the global financial crisis and the resultant constriction of scientific budgets. For 
example, many funding agencies now require basic researchers to supply evidence of competitive 
advantage of their research in the agency’s jurisdiction: this need for local ‘metrics of success’ can 
discourage global collaboration. 

GAiT and ISCT are aware of this, and work to build a more holistic view of how iPSCs can be accelerated 
to the clinic amongst the community at large. GAiT engages regularly with Regulatory Agencies worldwide 
and dialog with the FDA, EMA, PMDA, Health Canada and others is seen as critical so that its activity and 
the activity of its members will be suitable to gain regulatory approval worldwide. Regulatory are the true 
gatekeepers of any clinical translation process, and it is imperative for organizations like ISCT and GAiT to 
actively listen to them and where appropriate, share concerns and suggestions offer up from their 
members. 

GAiT’s next major project is to undertake an IQEAS-like ‘Quality Round’ for release criteria specified in its 
Guidelines for clinical-grade iPSC lines. This is because many of the quality tests required to verify an iPSC 
line is ‘clinical-grade’ currently lack Pharmacopeial guidance. The Quality Round involves GAiT sending 
reference iPSC materials to its members so that they can test for biomarker expression and genetic 
stability of its lines. Members then supply their raw data back to GAiT where it is anonymized and collated. 
Members can see whether their data agrees with those from other members, and if not can retest and 
resubmit their new data. This exercise will build confidence that quality testing across the haplobank 
network is robust and consistent. GAiT is working with the National Institute for Biological Standards and 
Controls (UK) and Stem Cell Technologies to carry out this alignment initiative. 

Other ongoing projects include collaborations with the human Pluripotent Stem Cell Registry (hPSCReg) 
to develop a searchable database for HLA-haplotyped clinical-grade iPSC lines so that GAiT members can 
source useful in their populations from the haplobank network worldwide and donor consent workshops 
to assist in helping members develop donor consent forms that will be aligned and allow easy use of iPSC 
lines in allogeneic cytotherapy development across its haplobank network. 

ISCT members are encouraged to learn more about this and other activities that GAiT is undertaking or 
planning at www.gait.global where they can become a member and be placed on the e-newsletter mailing 
list easily. GAiT and ISCT have the same goal of accelerating therapies to the clinic, and making sure as 
many patients as possible will benefit. 
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